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The enhancement of blinking by increased

laser power suggested that blinking might form

part of the stress response mechanism in E. coli.

We thus tested whether blinking was associated

with cationic efflux, another important mech-

anism of stress response.

We observed surprising dynamics of a cationic

membrane-permeable dye, tetramethyl rhodamine

methyl-ester (TMRM), in blinking E. coli. As ex-

pected for this Nernstian voltage indicator (16),

TMRM gradually accumulated in the cytoplasm

over ~10 min. However, blinks in PROPS fluo-

rescence coincided with precipitous stepwise drops

in TMRM fluorescence that showed little or no

recovery after the blink (Fig. 4A). The duration of

the step in TMRM fluorescence coincided with the

duration of the blink: At moderate intensities of

red illumination (I = 10 W/cm2) steps lasted less

than 200 ms, whereas under little or no red

illumination steps typically lasted several seconds

(fig. S9). Stepwise disappearance of TMRM was

also observed in cellswithout the PROPS plasmid,

when only dim green illumination was used to

image the TMRM (30 mW/cm2; Fig. 4B and fig.

S10). The duration of these steps was comparable

to that of steps in cells with PROPS under dim red

illumination (2 W/cm2). The rapid disappearance

of TMRM during a blink suggested an active-

transportmechanism.Dissipation ofVm lowers the

thermodynamic barrier to cationic efflux (Fig. 4C)

(6). A concurrent dissipation of Vm and increase in

membrane permeability would be sufficient to

induce cationic efflux. PMF-dependent efflux of

other cationic dyes has been observed in E. coli

(17) in population-level assays that are insensi-

tive to the dynamics of individual cells.

Bacterial electrophysiology is likely to differ

in several key regards from its eukaryotic version

due to the comparatively small surface area, yet

high surface-to-volume ratio found in bacteria.

With a typical membrane capacitance between

10−14 and 10−13 F, a single ion channel with a

conductivity of 100 pS can alter the membrane

potential with a time constant of 10−3 to 10−4 s. In

contrast, neurons only fire through the concerted

action of a large number of ion channels. Thus,

bacterial electrophysiology is likely to be domi-

nated by stochastic opening of individual ion

channels and pores. Additionally, the ionic com-

position of bacteria is less robust than that of

eukaryotes. A bacterium with a volume of 1 fl and

a cytoplasmic Na+ concentration of 10 mM con-

tains only ~107 ions of Na+. A single ion chan-

nel passing a current of 2 pA can deplete this

store in less than 1 s. These simple estimates show

that some of the tenets of neuronal electrophys-

iology may need rethinking in the context of

bacteria.
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Precise Manipulation of Chromosomes
in Vivo Enables Genome-Wide
Codon Replacement
Farren J. Isaacs,1*†‡ Peter A. Carr,2,3*‡§ Harris H. Wang,1,4,5,6* Marc J. Lajoie,1,7 Bram Sterling,2,3

Laurens Kraal,1 Andrew C. Tolonen,1 Tara A. Gianoulis,1,6 Daniel B. Goodman,1,5 Nikos B. Reppas,8

Christopher J. Emig,9 Duhee Bang,10 Samuel J. Hwang,11 Michael C. Jewett,1,12

Joseph M. Jacobson,2,3 George M. Church1,6

We present genome engineering technologies that are capable of fundamentally reengineering genomes
from the nucleotide to the megabase scale. We used multiplex automated genome engineering (MAGE) to
site-specifically replace all 314 TAG stop codons with synonymous TAA codons in parallel across 32
Escherichia coli strains. This approach allowed us to measure individual recombination frequencies, confirm
viability for each modification, and identify associated phenotypes. We developed hierarchical conjugative
assembly genome engineering (CAGE) to merge these sets of codon modifications into genomes with 80
precise changes, which demonstrate that these synonymous codon substitutions can be combined
into higher-order strains without synthetic lethal effects. Our methods treat the chromosome as
both an editable and an evolvable template, permitting the exploration of vast genetic landscapes.

T
he conservation of the genetic code, with

minor exceptions (1), enables exchange of

gene function among species, with viruses,

and across ecosystems. Experiments involving

fundamental changes to the genetic code could

substantially enhance our understanding of the

origins of the canonical code and could reveal

new subtleties of how genetic information is en-

coded and exchanged (1, 2). Modifying the ca-

nonical genetic code could also lead to orthogonal

biological systems with new properties. For in-

stance, a new genetic code could prevent the cor-

rect translation of exogenous genetic material

and lead to the creation of virus-resistant orga-

nisms. Additionally, a recoded genome could en-

hance the incorporation of unnatural amino acids

into proteins, because existing suppressor sys-

temsmust compete with native translation factors

(3–5).

The construction of a new genetic code re-

quires methods to manipulate living organisms

at a whole-genome scale. Such methods are only

now becoming attainable through the advent of

advanced tools for synthesizing, manipulating,

and recombining DNA (6). This has led to a num-

ber of impressive genome-scale studies, which

include removing transposable elements (7), re-

factoring phage genomes (8), genome merging

(9), whole-genome synthesis (10), and transplan-

tation (11). Whole-genome de novo synthesis of-

fers the ability to create new genomes without a

physical template. Its main limitations are the cost

of accurate in vitro DNA assembly and introduc-

tion of synthetic DNA into organisms (12). For
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this reason, de novo synthesis is chosen when try-

ing to create a small number of new DNA con-

structs of modest size (<10 kb) and high fidelity

(8, 10, 12, 13). Notably, however, the digital tem-

plate used in de novo synthesis currently origi-

nates almost exclusively from sequences found

in nature or minor variants thereof.

Redesigned genomes require approaches that

reconcile the desired biological behavior with

challenges inherent to biological complexity.

Engineering biological systems can be unpre-

dictable, as a single misplaced or misdesigned

allele can be lethal. To address these challenges,

we have developed approaches that integrate syn-

thetic DNA and recombination methods to intro-

duce genome-wide changes dynamically in living

cells, thereby engineering the genome through

viable intermediates. In recent work, we devel-

oped multiplex automated genome engineering

(MAGE), which rapidly generates genetic diver-

sity for strain and pathway engineering (14). To

augment MAGE’s ability to introduce nucleotide-

scale mutations across the genome, a complemen-

tary method was required to assemble modified

chromosomes in vivo.

Here, we report the development of a hier-

archical conjugative assembly genome engineer-

ing (CAGE) method and its integration with

MAGE toward reengineering the canonical ge-

netic code of E. coli (Fig. 1)—an organism with

broad utility in basic and applied research. The

E. coli genetic code contains three stop codons

(UAG, UAA, and UGA) whose translation ter-

mination is mediated by two release factors, RF1

and RF2. RF1 recognizes the termination codons

UAA and UAG, whereas RF2 recognizes UAA

and UGA. We hypothesized that replacing all

TAG codons with synonymous TAA codons

would abolish genetic dependence on RF1 and

permit the newly reassigned TAA codons to be

recognized by RF2. This will enable us to test

and leverage the redundancy of the genetic code

by deleting RF1 (DprfA), providing a blank

TAG codon that could be cleanly reassigned to

new function. Given that codon utilization bias

has been shown to affect translation efficiency

(15, 16) and viral infectivity (13), we sought to

determine whether E. coli could maintain via-

bility with the systematic replacement of the 314

TAG codons.

On the basis of the MG1655 genome anno-

tation, we identified 314 E. coli genes that con-

tain the TAG stop codon (fig. S1 and table S1).

We focused initially on reassigning all 314 stop

codons (TAG) to the synonymous stop codon

(TAA) in a modified E. coli MG1655 strain

(EcNR2: E. coli MG1655 DmutS::cat D( ybhB-

bioAB)::[lcI857 D(cro-ea59)::tetR-bla]). A mis-

match repair–deficient (DmutS) strain was used

to achieve high-frequency allelic replacement

(17). We used MAGE to simultaneously intro-

duce subsets of the TAG-to-TAA codon changes

into 32 separate strains (Fig. 1). Specifically, the

EcNR2 genome was divided into 32 regions; 31

of these contained 10 targets, and the other con-

tained the remaining four targets. This division

was pursued for four reasons. First, pilot experi-

ments (fig. S2) and associated computational

predictions showed that the use of pools of 10

or more oligonucleotides (oligos) for MAGE

(14) achieves highly efficient allelic replace-

ment. Second, limiting the number of MAGE

cycles for codon conversions minimizes the to-

tal number of cell divisions (six to eight per cycle)

in the presence of l red proteins (which promote

recombination and are mutagenic) and deficient

mismatch repair (MMR) (18). This reduces the

number of undesired secondary mutations. Third,

the use of smaller oligo pools enabled rapid ac-

cumulation of the desired codon conversions in

parallel and quantitative measurements of con-

version frequencies. Finally, we anticipated that

certain codons might be recalcitrant to codon

conversion or cause an aberrant phenotype, so

it was advantageous to test mutations in small

subsets. Candidates included 43 essential genes

(19) that are terminated by TAG (fig. S1) and 39

genes in which the TAG stop codon overlaps a

second reading frame (table S2). Thus, paral-

lel allelic replacement across the 32 regions in

Fig. 1. Strategy for re-
assigning all 314 TAG
codons to TAA in E. coli.
First, the genome was
split into 32 regions each
containing 10 TAG stop
codons. Inparallel,MAGE
was used to execute all
10TAG::TAAcodonmodi-
fications in a single strain
for each genomic region.
These partially recoded
strains were paired such
that a targeted genomic
region of one strain (do-
nor) was strategically
transferred into a second
strain (recipient), per-
mitting the hierarchical
consolidationofmodified
genomic regions using
CAGE (see Fig. 4A). This
five-stage process trans-
fers genomic fragments
ranging in size from ~154 kb to ~2.3 Mb in a controlled manner until a single
recoded strain is constructed that lacks the TAG stop codon throughout. Thus far, 28
of 31 conjugations have been completed, where the dotted arrows denote out-

standing conjugation steps and dotted genomes represent half- and full-genome
strains that have not yet been completed. Once all TAG codons have been converted
to TAA, the prfA gene will be deleted to inactivate TAG translational termination.
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separate strains would enable rapid identifica-

tion of potentially troublesome alleles.

The 314 oligonucleotides encoding the spec-

ified TAG-to-TAA codon mutations (table S3)

were computationally designed by means of a

software tool (optMAGE, http://arep.med.harvard.

edu/optMAGE) on the basis of prior MAGE op-

timization experiments (14). These oligos were

repeatedly applied over 18 MAGE cycles to in-

troduce the codon replacements across 32 cul-

tures (10 targets per culture). We developed two

methods based onmismatch amplificationmutation

assay polymerase chain reaction (MAMA-PCR)

(20) to quickly assay target codons.Multiplex allele-

specific colony quantitative PCR (MASC-qPCR)

(21) (fig. S3) was used to identify clones that

contain the greatest number of codon conver-

sions, and multiplex allele-specific colony PCR

(MASC-PCR) (21) (fig. S4) was used to mea-

sure frequencies of allele replacement at each

targeted position. MASC-PCR permitted simul-

taneous single–base pair (1-bp) measurements

(TAG versus TAA) at 10 chromosomal sites per

clone (fig. S4).

After 18 MAGE cycles, allelic replacement

frequencies were analyzed for all 314 TAG-to-

TAAmutations (Fig. 2) in 1504 clones (47 clones

for each of the 32 recoded segments). Allelic re-

placement frequencies exhibited a high degree

of variability among the targets (Fig. 2, outer

ring; table S4). The average allelic replacement

frequency observed was 37 T 19% after 18 cy-

cles, and 42% of the population was unconverted

after 18 cycles; we observed 1 to 10 converted

alleles per clone across the remaining popula-

tion (Fig. 3A). These measurements suggest the

evolution of two types of cells in our mixed cul-

tures: one that appears largely resistant to allelic

replacements, and another that readily permits

them. With this knowledge, future MAGE meth-

odology could be modified to select highly

recombinogenic clones after fewer cycles (e.g., 5

versus 18). Notably, comparable distributions of

allelic replacement frequencies were observed

for TAG codons present in essential genes, co-

dons overlapping a second reading frame, and

codons distributed at various positions through-

out both replicating arms (table S5). Moreover,

allelic replacement frequencies did not correlate

with distance from the origin of replication (oriC),

nor with recombination hotspots [e.g., Chi-sites,

DNA motifs (5′-GCTGGTGG-3′) in the genome

where homologous recombination could be

enhanced] or direction and level of transcription.

All individual TAG-to-TAA conversions were

observed, indicating that no TAG stop codon in

E. coli is required for survival or robust growth. Of

314 codon targets, 298 could be assayed using

MASC-PCR, whereas the remaining modifica-
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(Ori) and terminus (Term) and direction of the two replication forks (R1 and R2); (iii) location of the 32
targeted chromosomal segments; and (iv) frequency of TAG::TAA replacements across all TAG codons—
after 18 MAGE cycles—denoted by height- and color-coded bars (scale bar indicates integration frequency).
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tions were confirmed by direct DNA sequencing.

By screening to identifymaximallymodified cells

(Fig. 3B, 5 to 10 modifications per clone with a

median of 8) and minimizing aberrant phenotypes

(i.e., auxotrophy, decreased fitness) across 1504

clones, we isolated the top clone from each of

the 32 populations after 18 MAGE cycles. These

clones collectively accumulated 246 of 314 (78%)

desired mutations after 18 MAGE cycles. Clones

that did not contain all of the codon changes were

subjected to an additional 6 to 15MAGE cycles to

convert the remaining TAG codons.

Given that l Red facilitates highly efficient

recombination using short regions of complemen-

tary sequences, it was important to assess the

potential effects of oligonucleotide hybridization

to other (unintended) regions of the genome. We

found that 90-mer oligos that have multiple re-

gions of high sequence similarity throughout the

genome have a reduced recombination frequency

(Fig. 3C) but that these oligos rarely cause muta-

genesis at those other locations (see below). To

estimate this effect quantitatively, we performed

BLAST alignments of each oligo against the en-

tire genome. To compute a mistarget score, we

summed the lengths of the BLAST matches for

each oligo sequence against the rest of the E. coli

genome (blastn, word size = 11, expectation value =

10).Although themajority of oligos (~270) showed

only minor sequence similarity to the genome

(mistarget score < 600), we found that the score

strongly correlated with the frequency of allelic

replacement (Fig. 3C). Recombination frequencies

were decreased by more than 30% for oligos hav-

ing many regions of high sequence similarity in

the genome (mistarget scores > 600 bp; P < 0.003).

This information will be useful as a predictor of

allele replacement frequency for future oligo de-

signs and can be incorporated into automated de-

sign software such as optMAGE.

To directly verify the presence of codon con-

versions and to obtain a snapshot of secondary

mutations accumulated during the MAGE pro-

cess, we performed Sanger sequencing of ~300

bp surrounding each modified TAG replace-

ment site (96 kb overall, ~3 kb in each of the 32

top strains). Sequencing confirmed the accuracy

of our MASC-PCR method and verified the 16

TAG-to-TAA conversions not detected by this

assay. Background mutations outside of the 90-bp

regions targeted by MAGE oligos consisted of

6 substitutions, 0 insertions, and 3 deletions; in

contrast, mutations within the targeted regions

included 4 substitutions, 1 insertion, and 28 de-

letions (fig. S5). The use of a MMR-deficient

(DmutS) strain rendered the expected bias toward

substitution mutations in the nontargeted regions.

Deletion mutations are probably enriched in oligo-

targeted regions because internal deletions are

common errors in many oligonucleotide chemi-

cal synthesis processes (22, 23). We have de-

veloped strategies to minimize both sources of

error: (i) optimized oligo synthesis to reduce

deletions (e.g., fig. S7), and (ii) the use of chem-

ically modified oligos that are not recognized

byMMR to achieve efficient allelic replacement

in the presence of a functional MMR pathway.

Because we initially performed codon changes

in small subsets, we could easily identify candidate
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Fig. 4. Hierarchical CAGEmethodology for controlled genome transfer. (A) Two
pairs of strains illustrate the design and methodology of CAGE, with recoded
genomic regions in red. Partially recoded strains are split into conjugation pairs.
The donor strain (D) contains the following: oriT-kanamycin cassette (O, blue
triangle); positive selection gene (Pn, n = 1, 2, or 3, black rectangle); and F
plasmid (F+). The recipient strain (R) contains the following: positive-negative
selection gene (PN) and Pn, flanking its recoded region. DNA transfer is initiated
at O in the donor genome, ensuring transfer of the desired codonmutations and
downstream Pn. After conjugation, a specific set of three simultaneous selections
is applied to yield a recombinant strain that contains the recoded genomic
fragment from the donor strain while retaining the other recoded region in the
recipient genome. Placement of the PNmarker downstream of the oriT sequence
in the recipient genome ensures that the entire desired region of the donor
genome is inherited in the recombinant strain. All conjugation factors are

maintained episomally on F´, so only a ~2-kb oriT sequence must be inserted
onto the genome to generate a highly controllable Hfr donor strain. Because
there is no scar between the two recoded regions from the conjugation parents,
only one recombination is required to insert the O (donor) or PN (recipient)
directly into Pn for the next round of conjugation. This conjugation assembly-
selection strategy is implemented in five stages to merge the genomes of 32
recoded strains into a single strain (see Fig. 1). (B) Genome transfer frequency as
a function of the distance fromO. Plots of two conjugations of genome segments
illustrating the transfer of ~120 kb with positive and negative selection (blue)
and ~360 kb with only positive selection (green) to assemble recoded genomic
DNA from donor and recipient genomes. (C and D) MASC-PCR images of TAA
alleles transferred under positive selection alone (C) and positive and positive-
negative selection (D). Yellow arrows indicate the genomic point of transfer,
which illustrate the inheritance of the donor TAA alleles in the conjugated strain.
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mutations that lead to aberrant phenotypes.

Growth rates across all 32 top strains (fig. S6 and

table S6, average of 47min per doubling) showed

modest deviations from the growth rate of the

ancestral strain (42 min per doubling). These

changes in growth could be attributed to either

the codon changes or the accumulation of sec-

ondary mutations in our MMR-deficient strain.

Additional phenotypic assays showed a sustained

high recombination frequency and a 2.8% fre-

quency of auxotrophy on minimal M9–glucose

minimal medium after ~366 generations (table

S6). These values compare favorably to previous

studies (24) in which serial passage of a DmutS

strain resulted in 9% frequency of auxotrophy

after ~250 generations.

After converting all TAG codons to TAA

across 32 E. coli strains, we initiated a five-stage

hierarchical assembly (Fig. 1 and table S7) of

the modified chromosomal segments into a sin-

gle strain (Fig. 4). To accomplish this, we devel-

oped the hierarchical CAGE method, which is

rooted in conjugation, a key mechanism for gene

transfer in bacteria (25, 26). In contrast to natural

mechanisms of conjugal DNA transfer where the

oriT sequence and conjugal factors act as a con-

tiguous genetic construct, our approach physical-

ly decouples the episomally expressed conjugal

factors from the chromosomally integrated oriT

sequence. The oriT sequence is fused with a ka-

namycin resistance gene (oriT-kan) so that it can

be easily integrated into any permissible locus

across the E. coli genome via l Red–mediated

double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) recombination

(27). Thus, we can precisely control the genomic

position at which conjugal transfer is initiated (Fig.

4A). This strategy allowed us to use a tractable

~2-kb cassette in place of a cumbersome 30-kb

Hfr fragment for consecutive manipulations

throughout the genome.

Before conjugation, we converted the 32

strains that collectively contain all TAG-to-TAA

modifications into 16 pairs of strains primed for

large-scale genome transfer (Fig. 1). Within each

conjugation pair, a donor strain transfers its re-

coded genomic region to a recipient strain, which

inherits the donor genome and retains its recoded

genomic region. Genome transfer is controlled

by the precise placement of positive and positive-

negative selectable markers integrated with an

engineered conjugation strategy to obtain the de-

sired recombinant genomes. Precise placement

of these markers into “safe insertion regions”

(SIRs: intergenic regions that are not annotated

for any coding or regulatory function) by dsDNA

recombination (27) was intended to maintain ge-

nomic integrity and to attain the desired combi-

nation of recoded donor and recipient genomes

in the recombinant strain (Fig. 4A). In total, two

genetic markers were inserted into each of the

donor and recipient strains, yielding a total of 64

markers across the 32 modified strains. In the

donor strain, the recoded region was flanked by

an upstream oriT-Kan cassette and a downstream

positive selectable marker (P1, e.g., zeo
R, specR,

gentR). In the recipient strain, the recoded region

was flanked with a different positive selectable

marker (P2) and a positive-negative selectable

marker (PN) such as tolC (28) or galK (29).

The frequencies of integration among selectable

marker cassettes exhibited a high degree of site-

specific variability (Fig. 2, inner ring). On aver-

age, 59 clones (~10−6 frequency) were observed

per recombination. However, dsDNA recombina-

tion frequencies spanned >3 logs across 81 inte-

gration sites tested. Twelve intergenic sites yielded

no observable recombinants despite repeated

(three or more) attempts. The remaining 69 sites

performed as follows: 23 sites at ~10−7, 38 sites

at ~10−6, and 8 sites at ~10−5 recombination

frequencies.

Placement of complementary selectable mark-

ers across all 32 strains served as anchor points

that enabled hierarchical assembly of recoded

genomic fragments. By design, this permits

the use of modular oriT-kan and tolC cassettes

throughout the assembly process. Rather than

having to prepare a cassette for each SIR, three

oriT-kan cassettes and three tolC cassettes that

insert directly into the three positive markers

(zeoR, specR, and gentR genes) are sufficient to

guide the remaining four stages of hierarchical

assembly. Because oriT-kan and tolC are not in-

herited by the recipient strain, each strain can

be prepared for subsequent conjugations by sim-

ply inserting an oriT-kan (donor) or a PN (re-

cipient) directly into one of the strain’s inherited

positive markers (Fig. 4A).

In the first stage of the hierarchical conju-

gation strategy (Fig. 1 and table S7), 32 strains

each containing 10 codon modifications were

merged to produce 16 strains with 20 modifica-

tions. Transfer of 1/32 of the genome (~150 kb)

occurs at a frequency of ~10−4 (Fig. 4B), 2 logs

greater than half-genome transfer (21). This result

supports prior findings that the probability of

transferring a specific marker decreases expo-

nentially with its distance from oriT (26). The

relationship between genome transfer efficiency

and the distance from oriT revealed useful pa-

rameters for designing our engineered conjuga-

tion scheme. In the absence of a positive-negative

marker in the recipient strain, MASC-PCR anal-

ysis showed reduced transfer frequency from

loci that are in close proximity (<10 kb) to oriT,

resulting in the uncontrolled transfer of the donor

genome—specifically, the loss of mutated TAA

codons from the donor genome and the reten-

tion of one to four TAG codons from the recip-

ient genome (Fig. 4C). Upon the inclusion of a

positive-negative marker [e.g., tolC (28), galK

(29)] in the recipient genome, desired postcon-

jugal strains were readily selected; that is, full

transfer of mutated TAA codons from the donor

genome was achieved by selecting for the loss

of tolC or galK placed among the TAG codons

in the recipient genome (Fig. 4D). Together, these

results demonstrate the requirement for robust

positive and positive-negative selectable markers

that strategically flank the recoded genomes in

the donor and recipient strains (Fig. 4A).Moreover,

MASC-PCR analysis across all codon loci shows

that conjugation efficiency is sustained through-

out the region of transfer, indicating contiguous

transfer of the donor genomic fragment.

Using CAGE, we then consolidated the 32

original strains into eight recoded strains, each

with 1/8 of the genome recoded. Two of these

eight strains exhibited a dysfunctional tolC phe-

notype (i.e., they simultaneously passed both po-

sitive and negative tolC selections). Although

mutations conferring simultaneous novobiocin sen-

sitivity and colicin E1 resistance have been iden-

tified (28), there is no literature precedence for

the phenotype that we observed. We have dis-

covered two routes to this phenotype. In one

strain, the causative allele was present in tolC,

and we corrected the phenotype by replacing

the dysfunctional copy with a functional one.

In the other strain, the causative allele appears

to be outside of tolC. Indeed, tolC works in

concert with a number of other genes (e.g., btuB,

tolA, tolQ, and tolR) that have been implicated

in dysfunctional negative selection (30). Rec-

ognizing that the ancestral strains also carried

the dysfunctional allele, we reconstructed this

1/8th strain using MAGE, and used it to com-

plete the full set of 1/4 genomes (28 of 31 con-

jugations). These four strains, which contain up

to 80 modifications per genome, can be com-

bined to complete the assembly of a fully recoded

strain containing all 314 TAG-to-TAA codon

conversions.

In light of the challenges arising from spon-

taneous point mutations, we sought to assess the

effects of MAGE and CAGE on genome stabil-

ity. Therefore, we performed whole-genome se-

quencing for the two dysfunctional strains and

an additional functional control (figs. S8 and S9

and tables S8 to S11). These strains have 110, 102,

and 128 secondary mutations, respectively [total

number of single-nucleotide polymorphisms

(SNPs) and indels; fig. S8]. After ~960 cell di-

visions (table S11), the majority of SNPs were

transition mutations (98.4% transitions and 1.6%

transversions; table S9) and the overall back-

ground mutation rate was 2.5 × 10−8 per bp per

replication (1 error per genome per ~9 replica-

tions; table S10). These results are consistent

with aDmutS phenotype (31). Our measured error

rate was lower than we expected, given that the

cumulative potential mutations include contribu-

tions from a MMR-deficient strain, repeated

exposure to induction of the l Red recombina-

tion system, and conjugation-based genomic ma-

nipulations. A mechanistic hypothesis for the

lower error rate is that the conjugation process

acts as a backcross and removes deleterious sec-

ondary mutations through the isolation of clones

that maximize fitness. To examine this idea fur-

ther, we explored the potential functional conse-

quences of these SNPs as indicated by the COG

category of the gene or regulatory region asso-

ciated with the SNP (32–34). We used a hyperge-

ometric distribution to determine the enrichment
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level of the three main COG categories across

all three strains. Both SNPs associated with me-

tabolism (117 SNPs, P < 4 × 10−4) and SNPs

associated with information storage and pro-

cessing (29 SNPs, P < 0.05) were shown to be

significantly enriched, whereas SNPs associated

with cell signaling and transduction (98 SNPs,

P > 0.05) were not (fig. S9). Future work will be

needed to sequence additional strains throughout

the ancestral conjugation tree to characterize the

frequency, inheritance patterns, and functional

bias of such mutations.

This study, which integrates in vivo genome

engineering from the nucleotide to the mega-

base scale, demonstrates the successful replace-

ment of all genomic occurrences of the TAG stop

codon in the E. coli genome. We found that cells

can incorporate all individual TAG-to-TAA codon

changes, and that these changes can be assem-

bled into genomes with up to 80 modifications

with mild phenotypic consequences. The scarless

introduction of codon changes via MAGE en-

abled the first genome-wide allelic replacement

frequency map using single-stranded DNA oligos

in E. coli (Fig. 2). In addition, our engineered

conjugation experiments produced a comple-

mentary recombination frequency map of inter-

genic dsDNA integration sites across the genome

(Fig. 2). Together, these experiments revealed

both highly accessible and recalcitrant sites for

both small- and large-scale chromosomal modif-

ications. These data could serve as valuable re-

sources for future genome engineering efforts.

Moreover, synthetic approaches such as the one

pursued here may help to refine the existing ge-

nome annotation by revealing unannotated func-

tional genetic loci, such as short peptides (35) or

minigenes (36).

Introducing genome-wide changes dynam-

ically in a living cell permits engineering in the

cell’s native biological context. In contrast to

in vitro genome synthesis (10) and transplan-

tation methods (12) that introduce discrete and

abrupt changes in a single genome, our genome

engineering technologies treat the chromosome

as an editable and evolvable template and gen-

erate targeted and combinatorial modifications

across many (~109) genomes in vivo (14). MAGE

is optimal for introducing small modifications in

sequence design space, whereas CAGE is designed

for taking bigger leaps via large-scale assembly

of many modified genomes. Together, these ge-

nome editing methods are advantageous when the

designed genomes share >90% sequence similar-

ity to existing templates or when many targeted

mutations dispersed across the chromosome are

desired (e.g., genome recoding).
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Linking Context with Reward:
A Functional Circuit from Hippocampal
CA3 to Ventral Tegmental Area
Alice H. Luo,1* Pouya Tahsili-Fahadan,2 Roy A. Wise,1 Carl R. Lupica,3 Gary Aston-Jones2

Reward-motivated behavior is strongly influenced by the learned significance of contextual
stimuli in the environment. However, the neural pathways that mediate context-reward relations are not
well understood. We have identified a circuit from area CA3 of dorsal hippocampus to ventral tegmental
area (VTA) that uses lateral septum (LS) as a relay. Theta frequency stimulation of CA3 excited VTA
dopamine (DA) neurons and inhibited non-DA neurons. DA neuron excitation was likely mediated by
disinhibition because local antagonism of g-aminobutyric acid receptors blocked responses to CA3
stimulation. Inactivating components of the CA3-LS-VTA pathway blocked evoked responses in VTA and also
reinstatement of cocaine-seeking by contextual stimuli. This transsynaptic link between hippocampus and
VTA appears to be an important substrate by which environmental context regulates goal-directed behavior.

E
fficient reward-seeking requires that envi-

ronmental stimuli be properly interpreted,

to predict when and where reward can be

expected. The ventral tegmental area (VTA) and

its dopaminergic projections are critical compo-

nents of a reward circuit. Although the influence

of temporal cues on this system has been well

studied (1), it is unknown how the VTA system

relates to other contextual information, such as

where reward can be expected. The hippocampus

organizes aspects of context into a relational mem-

ory network (2). Interactions between hippocam-

pus and VTA are important for context-reward

associations (3). However, the circuitry by which

the two interact remains to be elucidated.

We used pseudo-rabies virus (PRV), a retro-

grade, transsynaptic tracer (4), to delineate cir-

cuit projections to VTA. Beginning 48 hours after

unilateral injection into VTA, PRV (+) neurons
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